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ONYX BLACK MATTE BLACK EMPIRE RED ALMOND CREAM CHARCOAL GREY

• One variable 3 speed dial, including an 
optimally-designed Ice Crushing pre-set recipe 
program and Pulse-function
To crush ice in less than 10 seconds***
For a perfect blend no matter the ingredients

• KitchenAid brand’s expertly crafted 3-part 
blending system: 0.9 peak* HP motor (with 
intelli-speed), unique asymmetric blade and 
ribbed jar
These 3 parts work together in harmony to easily 
crush ice with a powerful blending vortex
–  Adaptive motor and Intelli-Speed motor 

control 
Senses contents and maintains the optimal 
speed to power through all ingredients

–  Unique asymmetric stainless steel blade, 
sharpened and precisely angled 
Blends at 4 distinct angles to pull ingredients 
into the center to power through the toughest 
ingredients

–  1.4 L ribbed BPA-free plastic jar 
Folds contents back onto the blades to create  
a powerful blending vortex to easily tackle 
tough ingredients

• 1.4 L new blender design available in 
fashionable colours
To match everyone’s personality and kitchen

• Discover more possibilities with the blender 
optional accessories**: 500 ml personal jar, 
200 ml small batch jar and 1 L citrus press
To create more tastes

*Motor horsepower for the blender motor was measured using a dynamometer, a machine that laboratories routinely use to measure the mechanical power of motors. Our 1.5 peak horsepower (HP) 
motor reference reflects the horsepower output of the motor itself and not the Blender’s horsepower output in the blender jar. As with any blender, the power output in the jar is not the same as the 
horsepower of the motor itself.
**Sold separately. 
***Half tray of ice.
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TECHNICAL DATA 
Wattage 650 W
Power rating 0.9 Peak HP Motor*
Voltage 220 - 240 V
Frequency 50 / 60 Hz
Motor RPM Low speed: 

Medium speed: 
High speed: 

Pulse:

4000
7800
11500
6000

Speeds 3 variable speeds, Pre-set recipe program ‘Ice Crush’ / Pulse
Capacity pitcher working capacity 1.4 L
Style jar Square, single wall jar
Material body Plastic
Material coupler Metal
Product dimensions H × W × D 37.6 × 18.03 × 21.59 cm
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 44.29 × 26.04 × 28.57 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 45.72 × 53.02 × 26.67 cm
Net weight 3.17 kg
Gross weight 3.63 kg
Master pack gross weight 7.71 kg
Master pack 2 units
Cord length 91 cm (cord wrap underneath base)
Country of origin Designed, engineered and assembled in U.S.

REFERENCES COLOURS EAN EAN MASTER PACK (2 units)
5KSB1325EOB ONYX BLACK 8003437610080 8003437610097
5KSB1325BOB ONYX BLACK 8003437613234 8003437613296
5KSB1325EBM MATTE BLACK 8003437610066 8003437610073
5KSB1325BBM MATTE BLACK 8003437613210 8003437613227
5KSB1325EER EMPIRE RED 8003437613104 8003437613111
5KSB1325BER EMPIRE RED 8003437613180 8003437613197
5KSB1325EAC ALMOND CREAM 8003437609893 8003437609909
5KSB1325BAC ALMOND CREAM 8003437610127 8003437610134
5KSB1325EDG CHARCOAL GREY 8003437609916 8003437609923
5KSB1325BDG CHARCOAL GREY 8003437613128 8003437613135

*Motor horsepower for the blender motor was measured using a dynamometer, a machine that laboratories routinely use to measure the 
mechanical power of motors. Our 1.5 peak horsepower (HP) motor reference reflects the horsepower output of the motor itself and not 
the Blender’s horsepower output in the blender jar. As with any blender, the power output in the jar is not the same as the horsepower of 
the motor itself.
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STANDARD ACCESSORIES

1.4 L graded BPA-free plastic jar 
Square jar shape with enhanced inner ribs 
increase the turbulence and power inside  
the jar.
The raised inside corners force ingredients 
into the blending vortex and the beveled 
upper corners make pouring easy.
Designed and engineered to further optimize 
the blender’s performance.
Single wall jar: marked capacity is 1.4 L.
Dishwasher-safe.

Vented solid-seal lid with removable
ingredient measuring cap (up to 60 ml)
Fits securely on the jar, minimizing spills  
when in use.
The lid is made out of silicon and is easy  
to remove and to clean.
BPA-free cap for measuring and adding  
ingredients during blending.
Dishwasher-safe

 

Asymmetric stainless steel blade
Sharpened and precisely angled to optimize 
power and blend performance.
Blends at 4 different angles.
3 mm thick hardened stainless steel blade.
Dishwasher-safe.

Die-cast metal dial knob including:
3 variable speeds - 1 pre-set recipe
program ‘Ice Crush’/ Pulse-function
For smoothies, icy drinks, shakes / malts,
dips, spreads and much more.
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES*

1 x 200 ml BPA-free small batch jar 
including an airtight lid  
KSB2042BBA
Convenient container storage , ideal for 
small batches/recipes from soups to sauces, 
dressings, marinades, to baby food, spreads 
and more.
All parts are dishwasher-safe.

2 x 200 ml BPA-free small batch jars 
including airtight lids  
BLENDER BOWL EXPANSION PACK  
5KSB2040BBB
Set includes 2 bowls, 2 lids and 1 blade 
assembly to fit the blender base.
Ideal for small batches/recipes from soups to 
sauces, dressings, marinades, to baby food,
spreads and more.
Conveniently blend and store in the same 
container.
All parts are dishwasher-safe.

500 ml BPA-free dual-purpose personal jar 
with an easy-drink lid KSB2032PJA
Is perfect in size for single servings or smaller 
recipes and handy to carry with you on the 
go, it can be converted into an on-the-go 
container.
All parts are dishwasher-safe.

500 ml BPA-free dual-purpose personal jar 
with an easy-drink lid
PERSONAL BLENDER JAR EXPANSION 
PACK 5KSB2030PJB
Includes 1 personal jar and 1 blade assembly.
Is perfect in size for single servings or smaller 
recipes and handy to carry with you on the 
go. First blend your smoothie then convert to 
an on-the-go container.
Is not suited to blend hot liquids.
All parts are dishwasher-safe. 

1 L BPA-free citrus press 5KSB1CPA
Includes a gear assembly, juice container with 
pouring spout, pulp basket and reamer.
Enables automated fresh citrus juicing easily 
for limes, oranges, grapefruits, and more.
All parts are dishwasher-safe.

1.4 L graded, ribbed glass jar 
5KSB2048JGA
Square jar shape with enhanced inner ribs 
increase the turbulence and power inside  
the jar.
The raised inside corners force ingredients 
into the blending vortex and the beveled 
upper corners make pouring easy.
Designed and engineered to further optimize 
the blender’s performance.
Single wall jar: marked capacity is 1.4 L.
Dishwasher-safe.

1.6 L BPA-free plastic, ribbed, single 
wall jar with vented, solid-seal lid and 
removable ingredient measuring cap 
5KSB2056JPA
To blend larger batches easily.
Dishwasher-safe (bottom rack).

BPA-free tamper KSB4048TPR
Goes easily through the lid to help mix 
ingredients and provide ultimate control. For 
large or ultra-thick blends.
Made out of plastic and rubber.
Dishwasher-safe.

Many times there will be no need to use 
the tamper as the blender delivers excellent 
performance but it will provide the ultimate 
control over the blend.
When it comes to high-speed blending, 
there are instances where an air pocket 
is formed over the blade, causing the 
ingredients to bridge. The tamper allows 
to quickly intervene and push ingredients 
into the blending vortex, allowing the blend 
to continue to optimal consistency. Large 
quantities, ultra-thick blends without liquid 
such as nut butter, hummes and sorbet, may 
require more tamper interaction.

*Only compatible with the KitchenAid blenders series K150 and K400.



TECHNICAL DATA – ACCESSORIES

REFERENCES Product 
weight

Gross 
weight

Master pack  
gross weight

Dimensions  
product (cm)

Dimensions  
packaging (cm)

Dimensions  
master pack (cm)

Country  
of origin

KSB2042BBA 170.8 g 209 g 1.86 kg 11.89 × 9.12 × 9.12 12.7 × 9.52 × 9.52 26.67 × 20.32 × 20.32 USA
5KSB2040BBB 170.8 g 680 g 1.54 kg 11.89 × 9.12 × 9.12 16.83 × 11.43 × 21.27 18.42 × 22.23 × 24.77 USA
KSB2032PJA 259.5 g 354 g 1.61 kg 25.21 × 9.87 × 9.14 26.35 × 9.52 × 11.43 28.57 × 20.64 × 24.45 USA
5KSB2030PJB 259.5 g 615 g 1.3 kg 25.21 × 9.87 × 9.14 30.48 × 11.43 × 11.43 31.27 × 12.38 × 24.13 USA
5KSB1CPA 910 g 1.4 kg 3.15 kg 18.54 × 23.62 × 18.29 22.35 × 22.99 × 22.35 24.13 × 45.72 × 24.13 China
5KSB2056JPA 812.1 g 971 g 2.28 kg 23.83 × 13.63 × 13.63 25.4 × 19.68 × 19.68 25.72 × 20.16 × 40.32 USA
5KSB2048JGA 1.85 kg 2.27 kg 4.99 kg 23.49 × 12.72 × 12.72 33.02 × 24.13 × 23.5 33.81 × 24.92 × 47.94 USA
KSB4048TPR 116 g 186 g 1.73 kg 26.75 × 7.87 × 7.87 28.57 × 8.25 × 8.25 30.48 × 18.41 × 34.92 USA

REFERENCES DESCRIPTION COLOUR EAN EAN MASTER PACK (units)
KSB2042BBA Small batch jar Clear 8003437605444 8003437605451 (8)
5KSB2040BBB Small batch jar expansion pack Clear 8003437605390 8003437605406 (2)
KSB2032PJA Personal jar Clear 8003437605413 8003437605420 (4)
5KSB2030PJB Personal jar expansion pack Clear 8003437605376 8003437605383 (2)
5KSB1CPA Citrus press Clear & grey 8003437603570 8003437603587 (2)
5KSB2056JPA 1.6 L BPA-free jar Clear 8003437239670 8003437239687 (2)
5KSB2048JGA 1.4 L glass jar Clear 8003437600494 8003437600500 (2)
KSB4048TPR Tamper Black 8003437605475 8003437605482 (8)
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